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Critical Experiments on STACY Homogeneous Core
Containing10% Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution
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Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 319-1195, Japan

In order to investigate criticality properties of low enriched uranyl nitrate solution treated
in the reprocessing facility for WR fuel cycle, systematic and high precision critical
experiments have been performed at the Static Experiment Critical Facility, STACY since
1995. Criticality benchmark data on 10% enriched uranyl nitrate solution for single core
and multiple core systems have been accumulated using cylindrical and slab type core tanks.
This paper overviews mains data and related criticality calculation results using standard
criticality safety calculation code system.
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are evaluated by solution level method. These data
1. Introduction are used for evaluating the calculation bias of the

neutron multiplication factor. The data can be used
From the view point of promoting the criticality for testing the source convergence problem in the

safety technology, criticality safety data of both Mont Carlo calculations for a weak interaction
single core system and multiple core system configuration.
containing w/o enriched uranyl nitrate solution
have been performed since the first criticality 2. Criticality Benchmarks
achievement of Static Experiment Critical Facility,
STACY in 1995, for validating the Japanese standard The STACY is a solution-type critical facility
code system JACS, which are recommended in the which consists of a core tank containing fuel solution,
Japanese Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook'). a solution transfer system, a fuel storage system, a

For single core system, two cylindrical tanks of fuel treatment system, and a water reflector system.
of 60 cm and 80 cm in diameter, and a slab tank of The ftiel solution is fed from the storage tank to the
28cm in thickness were used. Comparing 'the core tank and its reactivity is controlled with the
calculated effective neutron multiplication factor with solution height without control rods making a simple
the reference multiplication factor evaluated by geometry. The core tank is paced in a water reflector
determining the experimental uncertainty, the pool and basic benchmark cores are constructed with
availability of the criticality safety limit for simple water reflector or without reflector.
form system was verified. The core tank is basically In order to validate the criticality calculation
reflected with light water of sufficient thickness. code system, a basic single system composed of one
The sensitivity analyses of the critical condition on core tank with well known circumstance condition is
the fuel composition wid geometry showed that the constructed at the STACY.
total uncertainty taking account of the accuracy of the Figure I shows a 28 cm thick. slab tank as an
measurement is about 0 I % A k. example of single core system. Data on critical

The characteristics of temperature coefficients solution heights were accumulated with three core
of reactivity and kinetic parameters were also studied tanks changing the uranium concentration of uranyl
in order to establish the calculation methods. nitrate solution from 464 U/L to 187 gU/L. The
Reflector effects of structural material such as 9
concrete, polyethylene and borate concrete, which are acid molarity of fel solution is almost fixed for each
encountered in the reprocessing plant were also core. Critical solution height was measured by
investigated to improve the calculation model in the observing the constant reactor power with

criticality safety design. compensated ionization chambers of operation

For multiple core system composed of two slab channels.
tanks were constructed, and benchmark critical data Figure 2 shows the variations of the critical
were obtained. The fundamental experimental solution height for three core tanks. The accuracy in
parameter is the distance between the two slab tanks measured critical height using a contact type height
of 35 cm in thickness. Uranium concentration was gauge is ± 02 mm.
fixed about 290 gU/L. In order to evaluate the effects of uncertainties

The reactivity effect from one core to another in measured data on neutron multiplication factor kff,
sensitivity analyses were performed with a
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two-dimensional neutron transport code TWOTRAN dimension and temperature on kff for water reflected
and a 16-group cross section set collapsed from the core. Total uncertainty of neutron multiplication
107-group SRAC public library based on JENDL-3.2. factor due to the experiment uncertainties are
Main parameters are U-235 enrichment, uranium evaluated to be less than 0. 15% A k 2,11).

concentration and acid molarity.
Table I Effects on kff of uncertainties pertaining to
fuel

Parameter Uncertainty A kff (pcm)
800 h 1600 I 280T 600 � _.L80T

Enrichment (wt/) ±0.013 51 -58 46 -55 38 47
Concentration (gUIL) EO.5 1 ±05 1 11.0 65 -96 29 79 31 89
Acid Molarity (mot/L) _+0.02 29 30 25 40 29 32
Density (mg/cm) -iO.04 1.+O.O 51±0.05 1-6 1 9 7 20
Critical Height mtn) ±0.2 2 9 1 9 1 10
Temperature C) ±03 5-7 8 -10 7 - 12
Solution Diameter (mm) 0.3 ± 1.0 - 37 38 -
Solution Thickness (mm) - - +0.5 1 - 46-48
Solution Width nun) - �LO.5 - -11
Side-Wall Thickne s (nun) A. 1 ±0.2 :L 25 -27 -4
Lower-Plate Thickness (mm) _LO 1 _±0.4 I - I

Total 0-111 9117

Figure 3 shows the calculated results of neutron
multiplication factor for three core tanks, when the
experiment value is normalized to the unity. From
this figures, it can be seen that criticality calculation
using MCNP-413 and JENDL-3.2 has a tendency to
overestimate experimental value of neutron
multiplication factor from 04% to 1.1% A k In
addition, as there is a slight tendency that the bias of
the calculation by this system icreases with uranium
concentration in fuel solution, it is necessary to
consider the reason in detail from the experiment and
analysis aspects.
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Fig.2 Variation of critical solution heights of single 3. Kinetic parameters

core system Very few measurements of kinetic parameters

The amount of the impurities in fuel solution such as effective delayed neutron fraction ff, and
such as Fe, prompt neutron life time of low-enriched uraniumCr and Ni are so small that their reactivity solutions have been reported in the world. These
effects are negligible. Main parameters of geometry parameters are important for evaluating the transient
are size of te core tank, thickness f side and bottom behavior of a criticality accident. At the STACY, the
plates, and measured critical height. Tables I shows dependence of � ff/1 on the uranium concentration
the effects of uncertainties of fuel condition,
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was measured mainly using a pulsed neutron method first-order temperature coefficients measured at
12). 60-cm and 80-cm dia. core tanks were 3.0 cent C

The measured values of 3 ff/1 for three core and 41 cent / 'C, respectively. The calculated
tanks of 60 cm-dia. cylinder, 80 cm-dia. cylinder coefficients agreed with measurements within 3.
and 28 cm-thick. slab tank are shown in Figure 4.
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Fig.4 Experimental results of Pft/1 vs.with

changing uranium concentration in the fuel Fig.5 Cylindrical tank of 60cm in diameter for
solution

measuring temperature effect of solution

Using the perturbation calculation capability of
SRAC code system, ff and were calculated by 0
SRAC-CITATION code and JENDL-3.2"). It was 80-cm-dia.
confirmed that calculation system could reproduce -10

the basic tendency of the ratio of �ff I and the -3.0 t /C15 -20
value is slightly depend on the energy structure of U
multi-group neutron cross section in lower energy -30 60- m-dia.
region. '?"

-40 -
-4. 1 /C

4. Temperature Coefficient -50

The temperature coefficient is one of the most -60 e Measurement
0 Calculation

important parameters that affect the transient -70

behavior in a criticality accident. At the STACY,

reactivity effects due to the change in fuel 25 30 35 40

temperature were measured with two cylindrical Temperature C)

cores of 60 cm and 80 cm in diameter containing

10% enriched uranyl nitrate solution. Uranium Fig.6 Calculated and measured reactivity due to

concentrations in these experiments were about 254 temperature change

gU/L and 201 gU/L, respectively. From the change Materia,16)

of the critical solution height with fuel temperature 5. Effect of Structural

up to 40 C, the reactivity effect of temperature was

measured by integrating the differential worth of the Reflector effects of structural materials in a

solution height. Figure shows the cylindrical tank nuclear fuel facility affect the criticality. To enhance

of 60 cm in diameter with insulator. Differential the reliability of criticality analysis method including

reactivity of solution height was measured with a the reflecting materials, the reflector effects of

digital reactivity meter near the critical height. polyethylene and concrete were measured at STACY.

The density change due to the tern erature rise The 60-cm-diameter core tank was surrounded byp 17-11)
was evaluated by a density formula developed by annular geometry reflectors The

Sakurai 14) . The temperature coefficients were 28-cm-thickness slab core tank was sandwiched on

calculated by a discrete ordinates transport code the both sides by slab geometry reflectors 19-20). The

TWODANT and 24-group macroscopic cross critical solution fuel heights were measured with and

sections 15). Figure 6 shows measured and calculated without the reflectors. The reactivity effects of the

reactivity effects due to temperature change. The reflectors were measured by the difference of the
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critical solution heights. The distributions of the
neutron flux and the neutron spectrum index were
measured for the validations of the analysis methods
as well. The measurement results for the
28-cm-thickness slab core tank are shown in Figure
7.

5

4 ................ .................. ........... ............ ..... .. ........ ..-
..-CO-Ticrete

3 ............. . ... ............ .................................... .................

4 PolypthyleneF

... .. ......... /................. ......... ...-2
Fig.8 Multiple unit core composed of two slab

tanks
....... .......... ........... -

ee Measureme
Figure 9 shows the calculated keff for

.................. interaction core without and with structural such as
........ ....... ......... ......... .................

concrete and polyethylene. The isolation effects of
the reactivity contribution from one core to another

r was measured to demonstrate the isolation thickness
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 in which the neutron interaction can be considered

Reflector thickness (cm) negligible in array configuration.

Fig.7 Comparison of reactivity effect between 1.050 -
ordinary concrete and polyethylene reflectors for Bare (No Shield) Polyethylene Concrete
slab tank Max L = 145 cm Mu T=60 cm Max T = 60 cm

1.030 ---------------------- ---------
It was found that the reactivity effects saturate
beyond the thicknesses of cm polyethylene and 20 MCNP4C & JEND 32

- Average 1.0047 (1,000,000 history)
cm concrete. The saturated reactivity effect of the L(10 -------- ---------
concrete is 1.8 times as large as that of the
polyethylene. The reactivity effects were calculated Average =0.9825
by SRAC-TWOTRAN and JENDL-3.2. The 0.990
calculation underestimates the saturated reactivity of

the concrete by 02% A k/k and, on the contrary,
overestimates the polyethylene slightly. Relatively 0.970 ---------------------- I ---------
good agreements between the measurements and JACS KENO-1V & ENDF -B/IV)

(30,000 history)
calculations, however, might be observed.
Critical configurations of the 60-cm-thickness 0.950
cylindrical tank and the 28-cm-thickness slab tank 7�["_' r- No Io "'Ot `0- 1000 �co`cr w7) 000, <8 '" 'I `4 'D 0'=>

with the reflectors (polyethylene, concrete, brated Run No.
concrete) were evaluated as the criticality benchmark.
These evaluations are published in the handbook of
the ICSBEP. Fig. 9 Summary of calculated neutron

multiplication factor for critical configuration

6. Interaction Core System of two-slab core in different isolation material

A series of critical experiments on neutron 7. Summary
interaction system composed of 35-cm-thictcness slab

core tanks have been performed since 1999 in order There were few criticality data for the low
to confirm the criticality safety design method for enriched uranyl nitrate solution before STACY
multiple unit system. Figure 8 shows the became in operation with a single core tank. By
experimental core. The neutron interaction effect obtaining the systematic criticality data with well
between two tanks through various isolation materials -known experimental error for a wide range of fuel
such as polyethylene and concrete were also concentration, it became possible to evaluate the bias
accumulated of calculated neutron multiplication factors,
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It should be noted that the observed tendency of 28-cm-thickness slab core," J.Nuci.Sci.Technol.,
overestimate the neutron multiplication factor for low 39[7], 789 2002).
enriched uranyl nitrate solution system using
JENDL-3.2 was resolved by using JENDL 33. 6) S.Watanabe, T.Kikuchi, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
Temperature coefficient in relation to reactivity feed "STACY.28cm-Thick-Slabs of 10% Enriched
back and kinetic parameter used in transient analyses Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, Water- reflected,"
such as effective delayed neutron fraction and prompt International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
neutron life time have been also measured for single Safety Benchmark Experiments

core by changing uranium concentration and reflector LEU-SOL-THERM-0 16 2000)
material. These data will be useful to validate the 7) S.Watanabe, T.Kikuchi, Y.Mlyoshi et al.,
reliability of temperature dependent nuclear data file "STACY-.28-cm-Thick Slabs of 10% Enriched
and the calculation method. Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, Unreflected,"

As for single core of STACY, a systematic International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
Safety Benchmark Experiments

benchmark experiments for heterogeneous core LEU-SOL-THERM-017 2000)
composed of VrR ftiel rod and 6 enriched uranyl 8) Y.Yamane Y.Miyoshi, S.Watanabe et al., "Critical
nitrate solution is under going. The reactivity effect Experiments on 10% Enriched Uranyl Nitrate
of gadolinium as a soluble poison will be testified, Solution using 80-cm Diameter Cylindrical
and the reactivity effect of fission products will be Core," Nucl. Technol., Vol. 141, 221 2003).
measured in order to accumulate the fundamental 9) S.Watanabe, Y.Yarnane, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
data relating the burnup credit introduction. "STACY 80-cm-Diameter Cylindrical Tank of

In addition to the uranium experiments of 10%-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, water
STACY, it should be remarked that benchmark reflected," International Handbook of Evaluated
experiments with high precision on plutonium nitrate Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments,
solution with high Pu-240 content and mixture of LEU-SOL-THERM 020 2001)
uranium and plutonium nitrate solution with low 10) S.Watanabe, Y.Yamane, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
plutonium enrichment are important for improving "STACY 80-cm-Diameter Cylindrical Tank of
the criticality safety analysis code. In order to 10%-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solutions,
update the nuclear data file and establish the standard Unreflected," International Handbook of
calculation system of Japan, it will be necessary to Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark
make wide benchmark analyses using the evaluated Experiments, LEU-SOL-THERM 021 200 )
criticality data of STACY 24,25) II) J.B.Briggs, VF.Dean and L.Scott, "Status of the

International Criticality Safety Benchmark
Evaluation Project," Proc. 6th Int. Conf. Nucl.
Criticality Safety, Versailles, France, Sept.
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